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Abstract—We focus on predicting the movement of the
MSCI EURO index based on European Central Bank (ECB)
statements. For this purpose we learn and extract fuzzy
grammars from the text of the ECB statements. Based on a set
of selected General Inquirer (GI) categories, the extracted fuzzy
grammars are grouped around individual content categories.
The frequency at which these fuzzy grammars are encountered
in the text constitute input to a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).
The FIS maps these frequencies to the levels of the MSCI
EURO index. Ultimately, the goal is to predict whether the
MSCI EURO index will exhibit upward or downward movement based on the content of ECB statements, as quantified
through the use of fuzzy grammars and GI content categories.
Keywords-Fuzzy grammar, Fuzzy Inference System, General
Inquirer, MSCI EURO, index prediction

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information drives the markets. Available from an increasing number of sources, most of which are available online and to a wide audience, information is more than ever
present in everyday life. Different news providers, as well as
institutional entities, ranging from stock-listed companies to
charities, employ the Web as communication channel. While
the problem of access to this information is diminishing
at a fast pace, this vast amount of information presents
its consumers with new challenges. The most important
such challenge consists of selecting just those pieces of
information that are relevant to the user and aggregating
them to reach some decision.
The work presented in this paper aims at addressing
this problem. We consider European Central Bank (ECB)
statements, published monthly in the form of “Introductory
Statements”1 . The focus of these statements is mainly on
1 Available

at: http://www.ecb.int/press/html/index.en.html

announcing the levels of the key interest rates set by the
ECB, and providing the arguments that support this decision.
In building this argumentation, the statement covers the
current state of the economy in the European Union, as
well as projections regarding the state of the economy over
the coming months. Given such a description, we state
the hypothesis that ECB statements go beyond describing
the past state of the economy: ECB statements contain
information that can help predict the future state of the
economy.
Quantifying the future state of the economy is an ambiguous task, but for the current purpose we measure this
state based on the MSCI EURO index2 , a measure of equity
market performance of the developed markets in Europe.
Thus, we hypothesize that there is a causal relationship
between the ECB Introductory Statements and the MSCI
EURO index.
Quantifying the information contained in an ECB statement relates to extracting some of the information contained
herein. While our previous work [4] has focussed on a
selected number of General Inquirer (GI) categories [5] and
the frequency of words across these categories, the current
work focuses on a more expressive approach. Building upon
recent work relating to fuzzy grammars [1], [3], we focus on
extracting such grammars from the text of the ECB statements, grouping these grammars based on the GI content
category they represent, and identifying the frequency with
which these fuzzy grammar categories are encountered in
the texts of the individual ECB statements.
Based on the frequencies of the fuzzy grammar categories
encountered in the individual statements, we design a Fuzzy
2 Available at: http://www.mscibarra.com/products/indices/international
equity indices/performance.html

Inference System (FIS) that maps these frequencies to the
levels of the MSCI EURO index. Finally, we seek to predict
whether an ECB statement will be followed by an increase
or a decrease in the value of the index.
The outline of this report is as follows. In Section II
we provide an overview of research related to our current
endeavour. Section III describes the definition, identification
and extraction of fuzzy grammar fragments from the text of
ECB statements. Section IV introduces the model used for
the current purpose, while Section V presents the obtained
results. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
We focus on the use of fuzzy grammars that are learned
from the text. Central to our work is the approach described
in [1], where the evolution of fuzzy grammar fragments
is studied for matching strings originating in free text.
Also central to our approach are the methods described
in [2], [3] for learning and extracting such fuzzy grammar
fragments from text. Employing these approaches is aimed at
improving the work presented in [4], where the frequencies
of words present in ECB statements are recorded based on
the GI content categories they belong to. Consequently, these
frequencies are mapped to the levels of the MSCI EURO
index by using a fuzzy inference system. This places our
work broadly in the context of content analysis, the quality
of which we quantify based on the predictions it enables on
some Europe-wide index.
Content and sentiment analysis constitute an increasingly
important area of research. A first endeavour in this direction
is known from the analysis of speeches of the German Emperor over the period 1870-1914 [12]. More recent research,
such as [13], focuses on the relationship between a popular
Wall Street Journal column, ‘Abreast of the market’, and
the impact it has on market prices and trading volumes.
Similar to our work, the research in [13] employs GI
content categories for this purpose. Staying in an economic
context, the research in [16] succesfully explores positive
and negative expressions in relation to economic trends.
In [14], the authors are able to determine the sentiment
regarding key concepts from news messages. Additionally,
they are able to determine how the sentiment relating to
some concepts of interests, e.g., countries, persons, evolve
over time. Extraction of fuzzy sentiment is done in [15],
where the authors are able to assign a fuzzy membership of
Positive or Negative to a set of words using the Sentiment
Tag Extraction Program (STEP).
Although not directly aimed at the extraction of sentiment,
our research can be viewed in the context of content analysis.
Initiating at 13 hand-selected GI content categories, we focus
on finding and extracting fuzzy grammar fragments from
text that are related to economic terms in the context of
the 13 selected GI content categories. These fuzzy grammar
fragments are grouped based on the content category they

represent and we record the frequency with which they
are encountered in the texts of ECB statements. Finally,
we aim at predicting whether the MSCI EURO index, an
indicator for the European stock market, will display upward
or downward movement in the month when a certain ECB
statement was issued.
III. F UZZY G RAMMAR F RAGMENTS E XTRACTION
In this section we describe the process by which the fuzzy
grammar fragments are defined, identified, and extracted
from the text of the individual ECB statements. An overview
of this process is presented in Figure 1.
For the purpose of extracting the fuzzy grammar fragments we do not employ all ECB statements that we have
available. Rather, we focus on a subset of 33 ECB statements. These statements are selected such that their spread
is uniform over the dataset: for each year from 1999 to 2009
we select 3 statements, from March, June, and September,
respectively.
Additionally, from the vast amount of content categories
available from GI, we only focus on a subset comprising
13 of them, namely: Positive, Negative, Strong, Weak,
Overstatement, Understatement, Need, Goal, Try, Means,
Persist, Complete, Fail.
A. Terminal grammar
For the purpose of information extraction we begin by
defining a terminal grammar around which the fuzzy grammar fragments are built. The complete terminal grammar
employed for the current purpose is presented in [17]. The
terminal grammar is centred around <EconomicTerm>
and <ContentCategory> as the current focus is on
extracting combinations of the two from the text of the ECB
statements.
B. Porter stemming
It should be noted that, in order to be able to identify text
fragments that are identical, one must be able to abstract
beyond dissimilarities between words, dissimilarities that
may relate to things like the tense of verb, plural vs. singular,
etc. For this reason, both the terminal grammar as well as
the text of the ECB statements are reduced to a root form
through the Porter stemming algorithm [6]. However, the
terminal grammar presented in [17] is shown in its original
form, in order to increase readability.
C. Text fragment selection
The topic of interest in the current case consists of the
words contained in <Economic Term>. For the purpose
of building a grammar for ECB statements, text fragments
consisting of 5 words preceding an economic term and
5 words succeeding an economic term are automatically
selected from the text of the statements. In order to preserve
the meaning of the selected text fragments, we only focus
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on words that are included in the same sentence. Thus, if an
economic term is the first word in a sentence, no predecessors will be selected, and if an economic term is the second
word in a sentence, only one word (the word preceding the
economic term) will be selected as predecessor, etc. The
same applies in the case of successors. It should be noted
that the text fragments that are automatically extracted have
a length of maximum 5, i.e., predecessors and successors
are never considered together.
D. Building the grammar
Once all text fragments related to an economic term have
been extracted, the process can proceed towards building
a grammar for the ECB statements. For this purpose, all
selected text fragments are transformed into grammar fragments, based on the terminal grammar presented in [17].
An example is presented next, where given a selected text
fragment T1 and the terminal grammar in [17], T1 would
be translated into a grammar fragment F1 as follows, with
<aw> denoting any word that is not included in the terminal
grammar but is present in the text fragment:
T1:

earli upward pressur price

F1:

<aw><PositivCat><StrongCat><EconomicTerm>

F1:

<aw><PositivCat><StrongCat><EconomicTerm>

F2:

<EconomicTerm><aw><EconomicTerm>

F3:

<aw><PositivCat><aw><StrongCat>

Additionally, in order to simplify the fuzzy grammar
fragments we obtain, all trailing <aw> are removed from
the fragments. For example, fuzzy grammar fragment F1
would become the fragment eF1:
F1:
eF1:

<PositivCat><StrongCat><EconomicTerm>

Finally, we group all the resulting fuzzy grammar fragments according to the <Con-tentCategory> they describe. When a fragment contains more than one <Content
Category>, we classify this fragment under each of the
<ContentCategory> elements it contains. For example,
fragment F4 would be classified as strong, and fragment
eF1 as both strong and positive:
F4:

Once all text fragments have been translated to grammar
fragments, we proceed to building the ECB statements
grammar as described in [2].
The focus of this research is on combinations of
words from <Economic Term> and words from
<ContentCategory>. For this reason, we only
focus on fuzzy grammar fragments that contain
at least one <EconomicTerm> and at least one
<ContentCategory>, regardless of the number of
<aw>. For example, the fuzzy grammar fragment F1 would
be selected, while F2 and F3 would be removed from the
grammar:

<aw><PositivCat><StrongCat><EconomicTerm>

eF1:

<StrongCat><EconomicTerm>
<PositivCat><StrongCat><EconomicTerm>

This classification is important when we employ the
fuzzy inference system for predicting the MSCI EURO
index. There, we rely on the frequencies of each group
of grammar fragments, i.e., positive, negative, strong, etc.,
for the prediction of upward or downward movement in the
index.
Following this ordering, the word growth, that falls both
under <EconomicTerm> as well as <StrongCat>, will
be considered under <EconomicTerm>.

E. The extraction
After having built the grammar for the ECB statements,
we proceed to the extraction of strings that can be parsed
by the ECB grammar as described in [3]. The extraction
is focussed around the groups of 13 content categories as
described in [17]. We count the number of strings that can
be parsed by the grammar fragments under each category, for
each ECB statement. It should be noted that this is the first
step where all 122 ECB statements are employed, until now
only a subset of 33 statements has been used for purposes
of training.
The output of this step consists of a matrix of frequencies
of strings parsed by fuzzy grammar fragments under each of
the 13 GI content categories. These frequencies are reported
for each ECB statement that is available.
After the extraction process, no fuzzy grammar fragments
have been found for the following content categories in
combination with an <EconomicTerm>:
• <Need>;
• <Complet>;
• <Fail>.
Additionally, the content category <Goal> is only seldom3 encountered in the documents, with frequency of
maximum 1, and for this reason we remove this content
category from the results list.
This reduces the number of content categories available
for experiments to 9, namely:
• <Means>;
• <Negativ>;
• <Ovrst>;
• <Persist>;
• <Positiv>;
• <Strong>;
• <Try>;
• <Undrst>;
• <Weak>.
IV. T HE F UZZY M ODEL
Several techniques can be used in fuzzy identification.
One possibility is to use identification by product-space
clustering to approximate a non-linear problem by decomposing it into several subproblems [8], [9]. The information
regarding the distribution of data can be captured by the
fuzzy clusters, which can be used to identify relations
between various variables regarding the modelled system.
Takagi and Sugeno (TS) [11] fuzzy models are suitable for
identification of nonlinear systems and regression models.
In this work, we address the prediction of the MSCI EURO
index as a regression model. A TS model with affine linear
consequents can be interpreted in terms of changes of the
model parameters with respect to the antecedent variables
3 This

category appears in only 21 out of the total of 122 documents.

as well as in terms of local linear models of the system. An
affine TS model has the following structure:
Rk : If x is Ak then y k = (ak )T x + bk ,

(1)

where Rk is the k-th rule in the model rule base,
x = [x1 . . . , xn ]T is the antecedent variable and Ak =
Ak1 , . . . , Akn are the fuzzy sets corresponding to the antecedent variables. The rule consequent y k is an affine combination of ak , a parameter vector, and bk , a scalar offset.
The consequents of the affine TS model are hyperplanes in
the product space of the inputs and the output.
To form the fuzzy system model from the data set with N
data samples, given by the regressor X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ]T
and the regressand Y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ]T where each data
sample has a dimension of n (N >> n), the structure is first
determined and afterwards the parameters of the structure are
identified. The number of rules characterizes the structure
of a fuzzy system. In this study the number of rules is
the same as the number of clusters. Fuzzy clustering in
the Cartesian product-space X × Y is applied to partition
the training data into K clusters. The partitions correspond
to the characteristic regions where the system behavior is
approximated by local linear models in the multidimensional
space.
In this work, we use the fuzzy c-means (FCM) [7]
algorithm. As result of the clustering process, we obtain
a fuzzy partition matrix U = [µki ]. The fuzzy sets in the
antecedent of the rules are identified by means of the matrix
U that have dimensions [N × K]. One dimensional fuzzy
sets Akj are obtained from the multidimensional fuzzy sets
by projections onto the space of the input variables xi . This
is expressed by the point-wise projection operator of the
form
µAkj (xi ) = projj (µki ),
(2)
after which the pointwise projections are approximated by
Gaussian membership functions.
When computing the degree of fulfilment βk (x) of the kth rule, the original cluster in the antecedent product space
is reconstructed by applying the intersection operator in the
Cartesian product space of the antecedent variables:
βk (x) = µAk1 (x1 ) ∧ µAk2 (x2 ) ∧ . . . ∧ µAkp (xp ).

(3)

Other t-norms, such as the product, could also be used
instead of the minimum operator. The consequent parameters
for each rule are obtained by means of linear least square
estimation, which concludes the identification of the classification system. After the generation of the fuzzy system,
rule base simplification and model reduction could be used
[10], but we did not consider this step in our current study.
V. R ESULTS
In this section we provide an overview of the experimental
setup and results of the experiments that we have performed.

Section V-A presents the experimental setup used for the
experiments, and Section V-B presents our results. We
conclude with a discussion of the results in Section V-C.

Table I
R ESULTS OF 100 EXPERIMENTS .
Min (%)
52.94
47.22

Training
Testing

Max (%)
70.59
77.78

Mean (%)
61.65
61.36

St. dev.
3.34
6.43

A. Experimental Setup
For the experiments, we used a dataset of 122 ECB statements, from the period January 1st, 1999 until December
31st, 2009. For each experiment, a random sample consisting
of 70% of the dataset is selected for the purpose of training,
while the remaining 30% is employed for testing. For both
subsets, the data consists of frequencies of fuzzy grammar
fragments categories adding up to nine such frequencies for
each document, since only nine fuzzy grammar fragment
categories have been encountered in the texts of the ECB
statements (as described in Section III-E).
The output of the system consists of the level of the MSCI
EURO index at the end of the month in which the statement
was published. All data is normalized according to (4).
xi =

xi − min(x)
max(x) − min(x)

(4)

where xi is the i-th datapoint of data vector x, i.e., the
frequency count across documents for a content category.
The generated output of the system consists of the predicted level of the MSCI EURO index at the end of the
month. However, our focus is on predicting whether the
index will move up or down by the end of the month.
For this purpose, we compare the predicted value with the
known previous value of the index (the value of the previous
month), and transform the generated output into a prediction
of whether the index will be up or down by the end of the
month.
In order to limit the effects of an economic crisis on
the model, the training data are randomly selected, and the
accuracy of the model is tested on the remaining data. We
repeat this procedure 100 times, generating random training
and testing sets each time.
B. Results
In this section we report the results obtained from 100
experiments. An overview hereof is provided in Table I. For
both the training as well as the testing set we report the
minimum, maximum, and mean accuracy. Additionally, we
report the standard deviation from the mean accuracy. The
accuracy is computed by using Equation 5.
ACC = (M + /D + M − /D) × 100%

(5)

where M + stands for the number of datapoints correctly
predicted as upward movement, M − stands for the number
of datapoints correctly predicted as downward movement,
and D stands for the total number of datapoints.
For the purpose of comparison, Table II reproduces the
results obtained in [4].

Table II
R ESULTS OF 100 EXPERIMENTS IN [4].
Min (%)
58.82
44.44

Training
Testing

Max (%)
77.65
80.56

Mean (%)
69.18
63.03

St. dev.
4.01
7.88

In Table III we present the average confusion matrix for
100 fuzzy inference systems that we generate. The results
are obtained by averaging 100 confusion matrices, the ones
obtained for each of the 100 fuzzy inference systems. The
numbers are expressed as percentages. The rows indicate
the predicted movement direction of the index, upward
or downward change, while the columns indicate the true
change in the index value. Thus the first cell indicates the
true positives.
Table III
C ONFUSION MATRIX FOR 100 EXPERIMENTS .
Pred. Up
Pred. Down

True Up
33.72%
21.00%

True Down
17.64%
27.64%

For the purpose of comparison, Table IV reproduces the
confusion matrix obtained in [4].
Table IV
C ONFUSION MATRIX FOR 100 EXPERIMENTS FROM [4].
Pred. Up
Pred. Down

True Up
34.28%
20.25%

True Down
16.72%
28.75%

C. Discussion
A comparison of the currently obtained results and the
results obtained in [4] shows that, in terms of performance,
the two methods employed are comparable, with a very
slight, 1.67%, advantage for the word frequency method in
[4]. However, it should be noted that in the current research,
the modelling phase relies on less GI categories than in [4].
The number of categories has been reduced by relying on
an approach based on fuzzy grammars. Here the content
categories have been eliminated because they did not cooccur with words from <EconomicTerm>, or did so at a
very low frequency, as in the case of <GoalCat>.
Thus, while not providing a significant improvement in
terms of accuracy when compared with the word frequency
approach in [4], relying on fuzzy grammars for the extraction
of knowledge from the text of ECB statements helps significantly simplify the model. This is achieved by reducing the

total number of content categories considered to 9, from the
original 13, a reduction equivalent to roughly 30% of the
initial categories.
Additionally, it should be noted that by relying on the
approach presented in this paper, one can obtain more stable
models, in that the difference in performance of the model
between the training and the testing set is significantly
lower than in the approach in [4]. In the current case, this
difference averages to 0.29%, while in the original approach
in [4] this difference is, on average, 6.15%.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F URTHER W ORK

This paper presents a novel approach focussed on extracting content from ECB statements and making predictions of
the MSCI EURO index by using the latter. The approach relies on fuzzy grammars for the extraction and representation
of content, where fuzzy grammar fragments are extracted
from text and employed for the prediction of the index
provided they contain at least one <EconomicTerm> and
at least one <ContentCategory>.
The results we obtain are roughly comparable with the
results obtained in [4]. However, the approach based on the
fuzzy grammars allows us to simplify the model by reducing
the number of content categories from 13 to 9. Additionally,
the models generated are more stable than when compared
to [4], which is expressed in a lower difference between the
accuracy obtained on the training and the testing data.
One shortcoming of the current approach comes the selection of text fragments, as described in Section III-C. Here, in
selecting the text fragments, we only focus on combinations
of a keyword with predecessors and successors, respectively.
Future work could address this shortcoming by including
combinations of both predecessors as well as successors
in the selected text fragments. Additionally, rather than
focussing only on combinations of <EconomicTerm> and
<ContentCategory>, one could allow more complex
fuzzy grammar fragments to be considered. For this purpose,
the terminal grammar employed could be enriched with more
categories relevant in the context of the ECB statements.
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